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Abstract 22 

It is often assumed that obligate parthenogenesis (OP) evolves by a disruption of meiosis and 23 

recombination. One emblematic example that appears to support this view is the crustacean Daphnia pulex. 24 

Here, by constructing high-density linkage maps, we estimate genome-wide recombination rates in males 25 

that are occasionally produced by OP lineages, as well as in males and females of cyclical parthenogenetic 26 

(CP) lineages. The results show no significant differences in recombination rates and patterns between CP 27 

and OP males nor between CP males and CP females. The observation that recombination is not suppressed 28 

in OP males invalidates the hypothesis of a general meiosis suppressor responsible for OP. Rather, our 29 

findings suggest that in D. pulex, as in other species where OP evolves from CP ancestors, the CP to OP 30 

transition evolves through a re-use of the parthenogenesis pathways already present in CP and through their 31 

extension to the entire life cycle, at least in females. In addition to the implications for the evolution of OP, 32 

the genetic maps produced by this study constitute an important genomic resource for the model species 33 

Daphnia. 34 

 35 
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Introduction 38 

The mechanisms of evolutionary transitions to obligate parthenogenesis (OP) remain poorly 39 

understood. It is now clear that these transitions more often occur through modifications of 40 

meiosis rather than through replacing meiosis by mitosis (Vanin 1985; Lynch and Conery 2000; 41 

Simon et al. 2003). A prominent example is the small freshwater crustacean Daphnia pulex for 42 

which a candidate gene has been identified with a mutation that has been hypothesized to 43 

disrupt recombination in OP lineages (Hebert et al. 1988, 1989; Eads et al. 2012). Indeed, 44 

recombination is largely or entirely absent during oogenesis of OP females (Hebert and Crease 45 

1980, 1983). However, OP lineages rarely produce males (Hebert and Crease 1983; Lynch 46 

1984), which are genetically identical to OP females and thus carry the same mutations. These 47 

males are nevertheless known to still be able to undergo functional (i.e., reductional) meiosis 48 

during spermatogenesis (Innes and Hebert 1988; Xu et al. 2015a). However, whether or not 49 

recombination occurs during these meioses is unknown. 50 

Daphnia pulex has both cyclical parthenogenetic (CP) and OP lineages, with CP being ancestral 51 

to OP. Both CP and OP share a phase of subitaneous (i.e., ovoviviparous) egg production, 52 

during which females parthenogenetically produce offspring whose sex is determined by the 53 

environment. The type of parthenogenesis is an aborted meiosis, which is genetically identical 54 

to mitosis (Hiruta et al. 2010) except for rare cases of recombination or gene conversion leading 55 

to some loss of heterozygosity (Omilian et al. 2006). Parthenogenetically produced males and 56 

females thus constitute a clonal lineage. CP and OP differ, however, in the mode of diapause 57 

egg production (here called diapause phase to distinguish it from the subitaneous phase). In CP, 58 

diapause egg production is sexual, whereas it is parthenogenetic in OP (Hebert 1978; Hebert 59 

and Crease 1980, 1983).  60 
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It has been suggested that, in species with CP, there may be an alternative route for the 61 

evolution of OP: OP may evolve by reusing the pathways for parthenogenetic reproduction that 62 

are already present in CP and extending them to the entire life cycle (Simon et al. 2003; van der 63 

Kooi and Schwander 2014). Considering these alternative mechanisms for the evolution of OP 64 

is important because transitions to obligate parthenogenesis are particularly common in species 65 

with CP (Hebert 1981; Kramer and Templeton 2001; Simon et al. 2002) and these species are 66 

often used as models to study the evolution of OP. Here, we study the recombination rate of rare 67 

OP males of D. pulex, with the aims to assess whether spermatogenetic meioses in these males 68 

involve normal levels of recombination (as compared to spermatogenetic meioses in CP males), 69 

as well as to elucidate different possible scenarios for the evolution of OP in this species.  70 

Compared to CP males, levels of recombination in OP males might be reduced or absent for two 71 

main reasons. First, zero or very low rates of recombination in OP males may be due to the 72 

evolution of OP by a general recombination suppressor, affecting recombination during both 73 

male and female gamete formation. Indeed, suppression of meiosis or recombination is one of 74 

the main mechanisms invoked to explain transitions to obligate parthenogenesis, including in D. 75 

pulex (Simon et al. 2003; Schurko et al. 2009; Eads et al. 2012; Ye et al. 2021). Second, absent 76 

or reduced recombination in OP males may be due to a secondary reduction of recombination. 77 

Indeed, many forms of meiosis modifications that result in parthenogenesis do not necessarily 78 

involve recombination suppression (Bertolani and Buonagurelli 1975; Rebecchi et al. 2003; 79 

Oldroyd et al. 2008; Fougeyrollas et al. 2015). Yet, recombination may be deleterious under 80 

some forms of parthenogenesis, as it often leads to loss of heterozygosity, similar to inbreeding 81 

(Archetti 2004). As a consequence, there may be selection for reduced recombination within OP 82 

lineages (Engelstädter 2017) ). This has been documented empirically in several systems 83 

(Moritz and Haberl 1994; Rey et al. 2011; Boyer et al. 2021). Even if the meiosis modification 84 
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affects female gametogenesis only, as it has been suggested for OP D. pulex (Innes and Hebert 85 

1988; Paland et al. 2005), the secondary reduction of recombination may affect OP males as 86 

well, if it is caused by recombination modifiers that are not sex-specific. 87 

In contrast, levels of recombination in OP males might be “normal” (meaning equal to those 88 

observed in CP) for two main reasons.  First, the evolution of primary or secondary 89 

recombination suppression may involve sex-limited mechanisms, i.e. involve genes that affect 90 

recombination only during female gametogenesis. Second, when OP evolved from a CP 91 

ancestor, it might have re-used the subitaneous parthenogenesis pathways already present in the 92 

ancestral CP life cycle. Specifically, in OP Daphnia, the parthenogenesis pathways used for 93 

subitaneous oogenesis in CP may have been simply extended to diapause oogenesis. In this 94 

case, as parthenogenesis in CP is specific to oogenesis, there may be no a priori reason to 95 

believe that spermatogenesis should be affected as well, which goes well in hand with the 96 

observation that OP males can achieve normal, reductional meiosis (Innes and Hebert 1988; Xu 97 

et al. 2015a,b).  98 

To summarize, comparing the extent to which recombination was reduced in OP females and 99 

OP males (compared to female and male CP) can inform us on the pathways that led to OP. To 100 

date, we know that recombination is very low in OP females, but recombination rates in CP 101 

females are unknown. Indeed, recombination in CP has so far only been studied through sex-102 

average and male-specific linkage maps (Cristescu et al. 2006; Xu et al. 2015a), but never 103 

specifically in females. Furthermore, because no previous study has addressed recombination in 104 

OP males, we do not know whether OP males recombine at a normal (CP-level) or reduced rate. 105 

In this paper, we measure these missing rates to provide a clear picture of recombination rate 106 

variation, in males and females, involved in the CP to OP transition.  107 
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As an aside, this comparison will also document the level of heterochiasmy (sex differences in 108 

recombination rates) in D. pulex. To date, no link between mechanisms of sex determination 109 

(genetic or environmental) and the presence of heterochiasmy has been demonstrated 110 

(Lenormand and Dutheil 2005; Stapley et al. 2017). However, only very few species with 111 

environmental sex determination have been studied to test any general pattern, and the data on 112 

heterochiasmy in D. pulex will therefore represent an interesting addition. 113 

To compare recombination rates during diapause phase among OP males, CP males, and CP 114 

females, we performed two crosses to produce linkage maps of each of the four parents, one OP 115 

male, one CP male, and two CP females (OP females cannot be crossed and were therefore not 116 

included; their parthenogenetic recombination rate has been investigated elsewhere, though not 117 

specifically during diapause phase (Omilian et al. 2006; Xu et al. 2011; Keith et al. 2016; Flynn 118 

et al. 2017). In order to maximize the number of offspring, we used a mass mating approach 119 

with female-only clonal lines (so-called “NMP” clones for “non-male producing”). Each cross 120 

involved crossing numerous females from a CP NMP clone (a different clone in each of the two 121 

crosses) with males from another clone, either rare males from an OP clone (OP x CP cross) or 122 

males from a CP. Using Restriction-site Associated DNA sequencing (RAD-seq) we 123 

constructed highly saturated linkage maps and investigated recombination rate during gamete 124 

production in each of the four parents, according to the pseudo-testcross strategy (Grattapaglia 125 

and Sederoff 1994): SNPs that were heterozygous in both parents of a given cross (“ab�×�ab” 126 

SNPs) were used for the maps of both parents, while “ab�×�aa” and “aa�×�ab” SNPs 127 

(heterozygous only in the mother or only in the father) were used only for the maternal or 128 

paternal maps, respectively. For each map, meiotic recombination rates and patterns of 129 

recombination rates along the chromosomes (“recombination landscapes”) were assessed by 130 

comparing genetic and physical maps (Marey maps).  131 
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 132 

Material & methods 133 

MATERIAL 134 

We performed two mapping crosses, using four parental clones that originated from three 135 

different North American Daphnia pulex populations, called LPB, STM, and TEX (Table S1): 136 

The first cross, “CP x CP”, was carried out using males of the CP clone TEX-1 and females of 137 

the CP clone LPB-87, while the second cross, “OP x CP”, was carried out using rare males of 138 

the OP clone STM-2 and females of the CP clone TEX-114. Both crosses were thus inter-139 

population crosses, and the fact that males of TEX-1 were used in one cross and females of 140 

TEX-114 in the other, allowed comparing male and female maps between clones from the same 141 

population. Both clones used as females (LPB-87 and TEX-114) are non-male producing 142 

(NMP) clones, that is, they are unable to produce males and thus they participate in sexual 143 

reproduction only as females  (Innes and Dunbrack 1993; Tessier and Cáceres 2004; Galimov et 144 

al. 2011; Ye et al. 2019). The use of NMP clones meant that mass-mating could be performed 145 

without occurrence of within-clone mating (i.e., with obligate outcrossing between the two 146 

clones): To initiate a given cross, we introduced males of the father clone into a mass culture of 147 

the mother clone. Specifically, we regularly (about once every two weeks) introduced a small 148 

number of males into two 10L aquaria containing mass cultures of females (one for each of the 149 

two crosses), across a period of six (CP x CP) to eight (OP x CP) months. In total, 165 males 150 

were used for the CP x CP cross and 299 males for the OP x CP cross. Both crosses produced 151 

several thousands of ephippia, which were collected and stored at 4°C in the dark for two 152 

months or longer (necessary to break the diapause). Differences in male numbers used and in 153 

the duration of ephippia production were explained by the fact that many ephippia from the OP 154 
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x CP cross were empty (i.e., did not contain any viable embryos) and because we wanted to 155 

ensure that we would be able to obtain a sufficient number of hatchlings for linkage analysis in 156 

each of the two crosses. Hatching was induced by bathing ephippia in a solution of pure water 157 

for two hours, followed by eight minutes of bleach solution and abundant rinsing with osmotic 158 

water (Retnaningdyah and Ebert 2012; Paes et al. 2016). The ephippia were then exposed to 159 

high light for 24h and then placed to standard laboratory conditions. The hatching vials were 160 

carefully inspected every two days for hatched juveniles, and any juvenile present was isolated 161 

individually in a new vial to initiate a clonal culture. We obtained a total of 104 clonal cultures 162 

of F1 offspring from the CP x CP cross (i.e., hatchlings that survived to adulthood and 163 

established a clonal culture by parthenogenesis). However, due to low hatching success, only 44 164 

clonal cultures of F1 offspring of the CP x OP cross were obtained. All parent and offspring 165 

clones were kept under standard conditions in the laboratory, fed with the microalgae 166 

Tetraselmis chuii. 167 

DNA EXTRACTION AND RAD-SEQUENCING 168 

One batch (offspring clones) to three batches (parent clones) of 15 to 20 individuals were 169 

collected, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80°C. Total genomic DNA was extracted 170 

from each batch using the DNeasy® Blood & Tissue kit (Qiagen). DNA concentration and 171 

quality were examined by electrophoresis on 1 % agarose gels and with a Qubit 3.0 (high 172 

sensitivity) fluorometer. The replicate batches of the parent clones were extracted and 173 

sequenced separately to increase sequencing depth (reads from all replicates of a given parent 174 

were pooled prior to analysis). Library construction was carried out according to the RAD-175 

sequencing protocol described by Svendsen et al. (2015). The libraries were sequenced on four 176 
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Illumina HiSeq2500 lanes, using 100 bp single-end sequencing by the Montpellier GenomiX 177 

platform (MGX, Montpellier, France). 178 

 179 

SNP CALLING AND FILTERING 180 

Raw sequencing data were demultiplexed with Stacks v.2.41 (Catchen et al. 2013) using 181 

process_radtags. Reads were aligned to the D. pulex reference genome V1.1 (Colbourne et al. 182 

2011) using BWA (version: bwa-0.7.17-r1188), and reads with a mapping quality of 30 or less 183 

were removed using samtools v1.7 (Li et al. 2009). This procedure resulted in 5’217 to 184 

4’695’427 reads per F1 of both crosses. Even though most F1 were well-covered (83 % of F1 185 

had more than one million reads), also low-coverage F1 were kept because the downstream 186 

analyses in Lep-Map3 (Rastas 2017), specifically take genotypes likelihoods into account, and 187 

removal of low-coverage individuals is recommended against for these analyses. Parents were 188 

all highly covered with 3’381’813 to 6’000’981 reads per parent clone (all three replicates per 189 

parent clone combined).  190 

The Stacks module “gstacks” with default parameters was used (--model marukilow and --var-191 

alpha 0.05) to call SNPs and to infer genotype likelihoods. SNP markers were named according 192 

to their location, that is, scaffold name and base pair position in the reference genome. SNP 193 

markers were filtered using the module “population”, with 0.25 as the maximum proportion of 194 

missing values allowed per SNP marker across all F1 of a given cross. After this filtering step, 195 

40’975 SNP markers were retained in the CP x CP cross and 41’917 SNP markers in the OP x 196 

CP cross. 197 
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LINKAGE MAPS CONSTRUCTION AND ANALYSIS  198 

Linkage maps 199 

Linkage maps were constructed using Lep-MAP3 (Rastas 2017). Relationships between parents 200 

and offspring in each family were confirmed through the IBD (identity by descent) module in 201 

Lep-MAP3. The module "ParentCall2'' was used to re-call missing or erroneous parental 202 

genotypes based on genotype likelihoods of the offspring, as well as to remove non-informative 203 

markers (i.e., markers that were homozygous in both parents). The module “Filtering2” was 204 

used to remove strongly distorted markers (p-value < 0.0001, as recommended for single-family 205 

data). These filtering steps reduced the numbers of retained markers to 25’951 and 32654 for 206 

the CP x CP and the OP x CP cross, respectively. The stronger reduction in the number of 207 

markers in the CP x CP cross is explained by a higher proportion of distorted markers (21 %) 208 

compared to the OP x CP cross (9 %).  209 

The initial assignment of markers to linkage groups (LGs) followed the previous linkage map of 210 

D. pulex (Xu et al. 2015a), which was based on the same reference genome. Specifically, all 211 

markers on scaffolds that were present on the previous map, were assigned to the corresponding 212 

LGs of these scaffolds in the previous map. Second, we used the module “JoinSingles2All” to 213 

add markers on unmapped scaffolds (lodLimit=18). After the subsequent ordering steps, the 214 

initial assignment of markers to LGs was re-evaluated and corrected (if needed) using Lep-215 

Anchor (see below). To order markers within each LG and to estimate linkage map distances, 216 

we used the module “OrderMarkers2”. The analyses were conducted separately for each parent 217 

of the two crosses using a pseudo-testcross design (Grattapaglia and Sederoff 1994).  218 

Finally, we used Lep-Anchor (Rastas 2020) to detect potential assembly errors (“chimeric 219 

scaffold”), split them, if needed, and rerun the Lep-MAP3 pipeline using the split scaffolds. We 220 
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ran three rounds of Lep-Anchor + Lep-MAP3 on the maps, until no further chimeric scaffolds 221 

were detected. This procedure identified 19 cases of likely assembly errors (assignment of parts 222 

of scaffolds to two distinct LGs or to different parts of the same LG, separated by a gap of at 223 

least 20 cM, Table S2). The final maps were based on 15’577 SNPs for LPB-87 (female of the 224 

CP x CP cross), 13’733 SNPs for TEX-1 (male of the CP x CP cross), 16’492 SNPs for TEX-225 

114 (female of the OP x CP cross), and 21’405 SNPs for STM-2 (male of the OP x CP cross). 226 

Physical distances between markers 227 

To estimate physical distances between markers, we performed a final ordering and orientation 228 

of scaffolds, using two additional rounds of Lep-Anchor + Lep-MAP3 with SNP markers from 229 

all four linkage maps combined. This resulted in a single ordering of the scaffolds containing at 230 

least one informative marker in at least one of the four maps. Using this ordering, we estimated 231 

physical distances (in bp) between markers, using a custom R script, assuming no gaps between 232 

adjacent scaffolds and forward orientation of scaffolds whose orientation could not be 233 

determined based on the information of the linkage maps.  234 

Integrated linkage map 235 

Based on the single physical ordering of the scaffolds, we also produced a single linkage map 236 

(“integrated linkage map”) using information of both crosses. First, a sex-averaged linkage map 237 

(using the option “sexAveraged=1” in the module “OrderMarkers2”) was produced for each of 238 

the two crosses. Second, these two sex-averaged maps were combined by averaging. 239 

Specifically, for each physical position, we estimated the cM position by linear extrapolation of 240 

the nearest markers in each sex-averaged map using a custom R script and averaged these 241 

values to obtain the integrated map. 242 
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Recombination rate  243 

Genome-wide recombination rate (in cM/Mb) was estimated by summing cumulative genetic 244 

lengths of all LGs and dividing it by the total length of the D. pulex genome, 197.3 Mb 245 

(Colbourne et al. 2011) or, alternatively, by the sum of the physical lengths of the anchored 246 

scaffolds 148.3 Mb. An average recombination rate for each LG was estimated using the total 247 

genetic length of a given LG, divided by the sum of the physical lengths of the scaffolds 248 

anchored on that LG.  249 

We also estimated the within-LG recombination parameter, �� intra (Veller et al. 2019), which, in 250 

addition to the number of crossover events also takes into account their locations to estimate the 251 

average amount of shuffling of genes that occurs within a chromosome per meiosis (central and 252 

widely-spaced crossovers generate more shuffling than tightly-spaced or terminal crossovers, 253 

(Veller et al. 2019). To estimate �� intra we used the MATLAB script from Veller et al. (2019), 254 

considering, as measure of physical length, the total length of anchored scaffolds. Following 255 

Veller et al. (2019), we also estimated �� inter, which is the probability of allele shuffling due to 256 

random assortment (i.e., segregation). 257 

COMPARISON OF RECOMBINATION RATE BETWEEN MAPS 258 

To visualise variation in recombination rates within LGs and to compare this variation among 259 

the different parents, we used Marey maps, which plot cumulative genetic distances (cM with 260 

respect to the first marker) against cumulative physical distances (Mb with respect to the first 261 

marker) for each marker of a given LG. The Marey maps were constructed using all markers. 262 

To quantitatively compare recombination rates between the four parents, we then used a subset 263 

of the data only (the “reduced data set”), with truncated LGs in order to ensure identical 264 

terminal positions for all four maps. Specifically, the Mb position of the most interior terminal 265 
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markers on any of the four maps was used (one at each LG end), and, in maps where no marker 266 

was present at that specific physical position, the cM position was estimated by linear 267 

extrapolation of the cM positions of the two nearest markers. The cM position of all markers 268 

was subsequently adjusted (by subtracting the cM position of the first marker) to ensure that the 269 

corrected cM-position of the first marker was zero. To test for differences in total genetic 270 

lengths among the four parents, we conducted an ANOVA on genetic lengths, using each LG as 271 

a unit of replication and looking for a parental map effect. We used pair-wise post-hoc tests 272 

with the adjusted Tukey HSD method to investigate pairwise differences between any pair of 273 

parents.  274 

To investigate potential differences in the linkage map length among the four parents at smaller 275 

scales, we divided each LG into three zones of equal length, each of them being composed of 276 

five windows (again of equal length). Linkage map positions of the boundary positions of zones 277 

and windows were estimated for each map by linear extrapolation of the linkage map positions 278 

of the nearest markers. We first tested whether specific LGs showed differences in genetic 279 

length among the parents. Second, we investigated whether specific zones within LGs showed 280 

such differences. Finally, to test for differences in crossover occurrences, independently of the 281 

total map length of the LG, we normalized all four maps to the same genetic length. Using this 282 

normalized data set, we again tested for differences among the four parents restricted to specific 283 

LGs or specific zones within LGs. Due to the frequent occurrence of windows without any 284 

crossover events, the assumptions of ANOVA were not met. We thus analysed the truncated 285 

data (both normalized and non-normalized) with pairwise, non-parametric tests: For each LG or 286 

each zone, we performed a Wilcoxon rank test (ZIW) modified for zero-inflated data (Wang et 287 

al. 2021). To test for effects of specific LGs, 72 (12 LGs*6 pairs) pairwise tests were 288 

performed. The effect of specific zones within LG was assessed through 216 (12 LGs*3 289 
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zones*6 pairs) pairwise tests, using windows as units of replication. The p-values were adjusted 290 

according to the Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) correction for multiple tests. Note that ten 291 

zones were not tested because all windows within these zones showed zero recombination in the 292 

two maps that were compared.  293 

 294 

Results 295 

LINKAGE MAPS CONSTRUCTION AND ANALYSIS 296 

Linkage maps 297 

The linkage maps of all four parent maps, including the OP male, where highly similar (Figure 298 

1, Table 1). We therefore first present the characteristics of the integrated map only (Figure S1, 299 

Table 2). The corresponding results for the four individual maps are given in Table S3. In the 300 

second part of the results section, we then use the reduced data set to analyse potential 301 

differences among the four individual maps. 302 

The integrated map 303 

The integrated D. pulex map contains 345 of the 5191 scaffolds of the Xu et al. (2015a) 304 

assembly (Table S2). Note that the LG numbering is equivalent to the one in Xu et al. (2015a), 305 

but we added suffixes “_1”, “_2” or “_3” for scaffolds that were split during the Lep-Anchor 306 

analysis (i.e., due to evidence that these likely are chimeric scaffolds). The total length of the 307 

345 anchored scaffolds is 148.3 Mb (Table 2 and S2), which represents 75.2 % of the combined 308 

length of all scaffolds of the reference genome used here (Colbourne et al. 2011). The total 309 

estimated physical length of each LG ranged from 5.7 Mb on LG 11 to 17.2 Mb on LG 10 310 

(Table 2). The four individual maps were on average 3.1 % shorter than the integrated map, 311 

missing, on average, 50 (range 41 to 64), mostly smaller scaffolds (Table S3, File S1). Our 312 
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integrated D. pulex linkage contains a total of 48’615 SNP markers (Table 2), with an average 313 

inter-marker distance of 0.02 cM (Table 2). The total map length is 1’174 cM with the different 314 

LGs spanning between 69.96 cM on LG 4 and 129.47 cM on LG 10 (Table 2). The two sex-315 

averaged Marey maps of each cross as well as the integrated Marey map are represented in 316 

Figure S1.  317 

Recombination rates 318 

The estimated genome-wide recombination rate of the integrated map is 7.92 cM/Mb or 5.95 319 

cM/Mb (ranging from 5.26 to 6.29 cM/Mb among the four linkage maps), depending on 320 

whether the total linkage map length was divided by the total length of anchored scaffolds or by 321 

the estimated total genome size (197.3 Mb) of D. pulex (Table 2). The genome-wide intra-322 

chromosomal recombination parameter ��intra across all LGs is 0.0164, while inter-chromosomal 323 

recombination parameter ��inter is 0.45. Recombination rates of individual LGs varied between 324 

6.2 cM/Mb on LG 3 and 12.8 cM/Mb on LG 6 (Table 2, Figure S1), and the intra-chromosomal 325 

recombination parameter ��intra ranged between 3x10
�� on LG 11 and 3x10

�� on LG 10 (Table 326 

2). The ��intra was positively correlated with the total genetic length (in cM) across LGs (Pearson 327 

r = 0.83, d.f. = 10, p = 0.0007) but negatively correlated with the recombination rate (in cM/Mb) 328 

(Spearman ρ = -0.68, d.f. = 10, p = 0.01). As evident from the Marey maps (Fig. 1), 329 

recombination rate varied extensively within LGs. In most LGs, we detected a large region with 330 

zero or almost zero recombination, putatively the peri-centromeric regions (Svendsen et al. 331 

2015), although centromere locations are unknown in D. pulex. In contrast, recombination rates 332 

were high towards the ends of the LGs (Figures 1 and S1) 333 
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COMPARISON OF RECOMBINATION RATE AMONG MAPS 334 

Overall genetic length  335 

All comparisons between maps were based on the reduced data set (truncated to identical 336 

terminal positions), which was 2.3 % shorter (in terms of the number of base pairs included) 337 

than the integrated map (Table S4). Overall, we found a slight but significant variation in the 338 

total genetic length among the four maps (ANOVA, F = 3.59, p = 0.02, Table 3), with only one 339 

of the pairwise post-hoc tests being significant (OP male vs. CP female LPB-87, p = 0.01, Table 340 

3). Regarding sex-differences, the map length of the CP male (TEX-1) was slightly (average 6 341 

%) but non-significantly lower than the map lengths of the two CP females (Fig. 2, Table S4, 342 

Table 3). Regarding the difference between CP and OP, the genetic length of the OP male was 343 

11.9 % lower than that of the CP male and 15.5 % lower compared to the mean of the three CP 344 

parents (Table S4, Fig. 2). As stated above, only one of the pairwise post-hoc tests was 345 

significant (Table 3).  346 

Genetic length of specific LGs and zones within LGs 347 

We tested whether the differences in total genetic length among the four maps were driven by 348 

just some of the LGs or even more narrowly by just some zones within LGs. None of the LGs 349 

differed significantly among maps (after correcting for multiple testing) in any of the pairwise 350 

comparisons (Table S5). Only LG 9 showed a tendency for being shorter (in terms of genetic 351 

length) in the OP male, compared to each of the three CP individuals (Figures 1 and 2, Table 352 

S5). Two zones within LGs showed significantly different genetic lengths among maps (Table 353 

S5): the middle zone of the LG 7 was significantly longer (p_adj < 0.003) in the OP male 354 

compared to each of the three CP individuals, and the middle zone of the LG 9 showed 355 
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significant differences (p_adj < 0.003) between most pairs, being shorter in the OP male than in 356 

most CP individuals (Table S5). 357 

Normalized maps 358 

We used the normalized data set to test for differences in the localisation of crossovers, 359 

independent of the total length of the maps. Again, none of the LGs showed a significant 360 

difference in any of the pairwise comparisons and the only two zones that showed significant 361 

differences were the same ones already identified when considering non-normalized maps 362 

(Table S5).  363 

  364 
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Discussion 365 

NO RECOMBINATION DIFFERENCES BETWEEN OP MALES AND CP MALES 366 

The main goal of this study was to examine how recombination changed in males and females 367 

in the CP to OP transition. Our results demonstrate that recombination is not absent in OP 368 

males. Rather, the OP male showed highly similar levels of recombination compared to both the 369 

CP male and the CP females. While recombination rate was slightly lower than in CP, this 370 

effect was mainly local, being largely explained by LG 9 and a few zones within other LGs. 371 

These may correspond to regions that affect asexuality itself (Lynch et al. 2008; Eads et al. 372 

2012; Tucker et al. 2013; Xu et al. 2013). The asexuality-determining regions are highly 373 

heterozygous in OP, due to hybrid origin of these regions (Xu et al. 2015b). This high 374 

heterozygosity (i.e., high levels of divergence between homologs) may be the cause of these 375 

local reductions in recombination, as demonstrated in other systems (Lukacsovich and 376 

Waldman 1999). Overall, our results clearly support the fact that OP males can be fully 377 

functional, producing sperm by a normal meiosis including normal recombination.  378 

This contrasts with OP females, in which the diapause phase is clonal (or nearly clonal), based 379 

on the non-segregation of allozymes (Hebert and Crease 1980; Innes and Hebert 1988; Hebert et 380 

al. 1989). Similarly, recombination is absent (or extremely low) during the subitaneous phase of 381 

CP and OP females (Omilian et al. 2006; Xu et al. 2011; Keith et al. 2016; Flynn et al. 2017). 382 

Overall, the presence of recombination in OP males but not in OP females (diapause phase) 383 

shows that recombination suppression only concerned females, but not males in the CP to OP 384 

transition.  385 
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POSSIBLE ECHANISM UNDERLYING THE EVOLUTION OF OP IN D. PULEX 386 

The meiosis suppression and the Rec8 hypothesis 387 

Given that recombination is not suppressed in OP males, it is unlikely that OP has evolved due 388 

to a de novo mutation leading to general suppression of recombination. General meiosis 389 

suppression, for instance due to pseudogenization (Li et al. 1981) of an essential recombination 390 

gene, has been put forward as one of the possible mechanisms of OP evolution (Simon et al. 391 

2003; Schurko and Logsdon 2008). In D. pulex, a particular haplotype containing a frameshift 392 

mutation in one of the three genomic copies of the Rec8 gene (Rec8-B) consistently occurs (in 393 

heterozygous form) in OP but not in CP (Eads et al. 2012). Rec8 is involved in the cohesin 394 

complex that binds sister chromatids during meiosis and is therefore a good candidate for a gene 395 

that might lead to recombination suppression if its function is disrupted. Rec-8 is not specific to 396 

the female meiosis: all Rec-8 paralogs are expressed in both sexes of CP D. pulex (Schurko et 397 

al. 2009) and there is so far no evidence for male-biased or female-biased expression of Rec8-B. 398 

However, our data indicates that disrupting Rec8-B does not lead to recombination suppression 399 

in OP males. The males in our experiments are genetically identical to OP females and therefore 400 

also heterozygous for the loss of function mutation in Rec8-B, while still having a functional 401 

copy of Rec8-B, just as the females. Thus, our result shows that there is no evidence for a causal 402 

involvement of Rec8-B in the evolution of OP. Rather, the Rec8-B mutation may have occurred 403 

secondarily in OP. Loss of function mutations can indeed occur secondarily in genes that are no 404 

longer under strong selection pressure (Normark et al. 2003). 405 

The sex-limited meiosis suppression hypothesis 406 

Normal recombination in OP males is consistent with a scenario where OP evolution is caused 407 

by mutation(s) affecting recombination only during oogenesis. This is the idea of a sex-limited 408 
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meiosis suppression gene (Hebert et al. 1988, 1989). This sex-specific suppression might have 409 

occurred in CP through de novo mutations. We do not observe heterochiasmy in CP (see 410 

below), suggesting that this type of variation is not frequent, or at least those mechanisms 411 

differentially adjusting recombination in males and females do not pre-exist in CP.  412 

Another possibility is that OP evolved by reusing the subitaneous parthenogenesis oogenesis 413 

pathways already present in CP and extending them to oogenesis during diapause egg 414 

formation. In this scenario, the sex-limited meiosis suppression is based on an already existing 415 

pathway and only requires that it becomes used in a different part of the life cycle. Because this 416 

modification is likely to be minor (e.g. involve different signalling or expression patterns during 417 

diapause egg production), it may be a common route to evolve OP in Daphnia and other CP-OP 418 

systems. In aphids, OP has evolved though a genetic change that prevents individuals from 419 

entering the diapause phase and are typically observed in temperate regions with mild winters 420 

(Simon et al. 2002, 2010; Dedryver et al. 2013). The identified candidate region in the pea aphid 421 

(Acyrthosiphon pisum) contains genes involved photoperiod sensitivity (Jaquiéry et al. 2014). 422 

Similarly, in rotifers, the transition to OP is thought to be caused by a genetic change that 423 

prevents individuals from responding to chemical signals that induce sexual reproduction in CP 424 

(Stelzer 2008; Stelzer et al. 2010). In contrast to aphids, OP Daphnia still enter diapause phase, 425 

so that the mechanism is probably different. It cannot involve only an altered sensitivity to 426 

environmental signals. However, the general principle may be the same. Once parthenogenesis 427 

is present in a part of the life cycle, a transition to OP can simply be achieved by extending it to 428 

the entire life cycle, rather than by evolving a new, female-limited, parthenogenetic pathway. 429 

Secondary evolution in OP male  430 

In our experiment, we deliberately used an OP strain known to be able to undergo successful, 431 

reductional meiosis (Xu et al. 2015b). Indeed, other OP strains exist, in which males do produce 432 
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diploid or aneuploid sperm (Xu et al. 2015b). Doing a mapping cross with a male from such a 433 

strain would either have been impossible (in case of unviability of the produced offspring) or 434 

technically too challenging (interpretation of segregation patterns in offspring with a potential 435 

mixture of diploid and triploid loci). We therefore do not know whether spermatogenesis in 436 

these males involves normal recombination. Yet, it is likely that non-reductional (and 437 

potentially non-recombining) spermatogenesis in these males is explained by secondary 438 

evolution, a scenario in line with the expected secondary loss of males or male functions in OP 439 

following a relaxation of selection pressure (Innes et al. 2000; Wolinska and Lively 2008; van 440 

der Kooi and Schwander 2014). Indeed, the emergence of new OP lineages occurs through 441 

contagious asexuality where males transmit OP genes, which originated in a hybrid lineage to 442 

new lineages by mating with CP females (Innes and Hebert 1988; Crease et al. 1989; Hebert et 443 

al. 1989, 1993; Taylor and Hebert 1993; Paland et al. 2005; Xu et al. 2015a). As all known OP 444 

lineages (with the exception of high arctic ones, (Beaton and Hebert 1988; Dufresne and Hebert 445 

1995) are diploid, the males transmitting OP genes to these lineages must have been able to 446 

undergo reductional meiosis, just as in our experiment.  447 

 448 

NO HETEROCHIASMY IN CP D. PULEX  449 

We produced both male-specific and female-specific linkage maps of D. pulex, which allows us 450 

to evaluate how recombination changed in males and females in the CP to OP transition. Even 451 

though the CP male recombined slightly less than the two CP females, we found no evidence 452 

for genome-wide heterochiasmy in D. pulex. This is the first evidence for the absence of 453 

heterochiasmy in a species with environmental sex determination and no sex chromosomes. The 454 

result is congruent with very recent finding in D. pulicaria, the sister species of D. pulex, in 455 
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which also no heterochiasmy was found (Wersebe Matthew 2021). The only other case of an 456 

ESD animal where sex-specific recombination rate was investigated, is the saltwater crocodile 457 

where there is strong heterochiasmy (Miles et al. 2009). Hence, our findings tend to confirm 458 

that there is no special pattern of heterochiasmy in ESD species, and no global association 459 

between mechanisms of sex determination (genetic or environmental) and the presence of 460 

heterochiasmy (Lenormand and Dutheil 2005; Stapley et al. 2017). We also observed that the 461 

female LPB-87 has a non-recombining region at the beginning of the LG 6 but this difference 462 

was not shared with the female TEX-114, and thus is more likely to be explained by a 463 

population difference rather than by the sex. This also highlights the fact that taking into 464 

account inter-population variability may be important when studying heterochiasmy, either by 465 

using within-sex biological replicates from different populations or males and females from the 466 

same populations (both were done here). 467 

 468 

A NEW REFERENCE MAP FOR D. PULEX 469 

The sex-specific and integrated maps presented in the current study constitutes an important 470 

addition to existing genomic resources for D. pulex. The first D. pulex linkage was based on 471 

microsatellite data (Cristescu et al. 2006). Subsequently, Xu et al. (2015a) produced a second-472 

generation, male-specific map, based on single sperm methodology. An additional map, which 473 

was published as an annex of a new reference genome for the species (Ye et al. 2017), is likely 474 

erroneous, as it predicts, on average, over eight crossovers per chromosome and meiosis, as 475 

opposed to just a bit over two in our map and that of Xu et al. (2015a). We therefore compare 476 

our results, mainly to the linkage map from Xu et al. (2015a), which was also based on the same 477 

genome assembly as used here (Colbourne et al. 2011). Xu et al. (2015a) anchored 187 478 
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scaffolds (131.9 Mb) and have an average inter-marker distance of 0.87 cM, while our 479 

integrated map anchors 345 scaffolds (148.3 Mb) with 0.02 cM 0.02 cM between markers on 480 

average. The main improvement thus comes from the mapping of many additional, mostly 481 

smaller scaffolds. In addition, while there was a high degree of collinearity between the maps, 482 

we identified and corrected 19 likely assembly errors (chimeric scaffolds) and placed the part-483 

scaffolds back to the linkage map. Still, about one fourth of the total assembly (197.3 Mb) 484 

remains unmapped, either due to smaller scaffolds containing no SNPs, scaffolds with SNPs 485 

only in repetitive regions (which are filtered during mapping due to a low mapping score), and 486 

perhaps also due to the presence of contaminant scaffolds (e.g., DNA from microbial 487 

symbionts) in the reference genome.  488 

Regarding the genome-wide recombination rate, the estimates from our study and that of Xu et 489 

al. (2015a) are very similar (7.9 cM/Mb and 7.3 cM/Mb, respectively). These estimates are also 490 

similar to those from other Daphnia species (D. pulicaria, 7.4 cM/Mb, (Wersebe Matthew 491 

2021) and D. magna, 6.8 cM/Mb, Dukić et al. (2016), suggesting conservation of recombination 492 

rates in the genus. 493 

Regarding the individual maps, there appears to be large variation among individuals in the 494 

ranking of the longest to the shortest LG. Inspection of the Marey maps (Fig. 1) suggests that 495 

the differences are largely due to a small group of terminal markers per LG, while the 496 

recombination patterns were otherwise (apart from the few notable exceptions discussed above) 497 

remarkably similar among individuals. Two factors may have contributed do differences in 498 

estimated recombination rates in terminal markers among individuals. First, the observation 499 

may be entirely artefactual because the estimation of recombination rate is less reliable for 500 

terminal markers than for more central ones. Indeed, to counter the well-known fact that 501 

erroneous genotype information artificially increases recombination rate, Lep-MAP3 (Rastas 502 
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2017) uses information on several flanking markers to smoothen spikes in apparent 503 

recombination rates due to unreliable markers. Second, as most LGs exhibited higher 504 

recombination rates in more peripheral parts, the estimated total length of LGs may be rather 505 

sensitive to inclusion or not of an additional, slightly more terminal marker as well as to 506 

sampling variation among the different maps.  507 

The high prevalence of peripheral crossovers likely has also contributed to the observed low 508 

�� intra (within-LG recombination parameter) because terminal recombination contributes only 509 

little to effective gene shuffling. The excess of recombination in peripheral parts was mainly 510 

noted in (physically) larger LGs, a pattern also observed in many other animal and plant species 511 

(Haenel et al. 2018). This pattern might amplify the very well-known negative relationship 512 

between the recombination rate (cM/Mb) and the physical size of LGs, caused by the constraint 513 

of at least one crossover per LG and meiosis (Mather 1938; Hunter 2007). It might thus also 514 

contribute to the observed positive and negative correlations of ��intra with cM length and cM/Mb 515 

recombination rate across LGs, which are likely explained by the same factors.  516 

Overall, we found that the inter-chromosomal recombination parameter ��inter was much larger 517 

than the intra-chromosomal one, ��intra. This is not surprising given that the species has 12 518 

different chromosome pairs of more or less similar physical size (suggesting that the probability 519 

of a random pair of genes to be on two different chromosomes is about 
��

��
), and given that 520 

recombination within chromosomes is not free. Nonetheless, this finding illustrates that the 521 

reduction of crossover numbers or an evolution to more terminal crossover locations would 522 

have minor effects on overall shuffling. This highlights the fact that even if recombination rates 523 

were reduced in OP males, gene shuffling reduction would be efficient only if segregation was 524 

reduced at the same time.  525 
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Conclusion 526 

We found that the CP to OP transition in D. pulex involves a considerable reduction in female 527 

recombination rate, that male recombination is not affected, and that recombination is not 528 

initially different between male and female CP. These findings favour the hypothesis that the 529 

subitaneous parthenogenetic pathway was re-used and extended to the production of diapause 530 

egg in D. pulex. This may be a common way to evolve obligate parthenogenesis in species with 531 

mixed sex-asex reproductive systems.  532 

 533 

534 
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Tables and figures legends: 535 

Table 1: Total genetic length (in cM), total physical length of all anchored scaffolds (in Mb), 536 

and recombination rate (cM/Mb) across all LGs for each of the four parents, based on the non-537 

reduced data set. 538 

 539 

Table 2: Number of markers, total genetic length (in cM), total physical length of all anchored 540 

scaffolds (in Mb), and recombination rate (cM/Mb) for each LG of the integrated D. pulex 541 

linkage map. The last row (“Total”) refers to sums across all LGs, except for recombination rate 542 

where it refers to the average. 543 

 544 

Figure 1: Marey maps, showing the genetic position (in cM) vs. the physical position (in Mb) 545 

of each SNP marker (dot) per linkage group (LG) and parents (color code: blue, 546 

CP_Female_LPB-87; orange, CP_Female_TEX-114; yellow, CP_Male_TEX-1; green, 547 

OP_Male _STM-2; total, non-reduced data set in all cases). 548 

 549 

Figure 2: Genetic length of LGs in each of the four maps, based on the reduced data set. Dots 550 

represent individual LGs, and the fine lines identify the same LGs in the different maps. The 551 

thick horizontal lines represent the medians, the box the 25th and 75th percentiles, and the error 552 

bars are the 95 % confidence intervals. Color code as in Figure 1.  553 

  554 
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Table 1 

Parent 
Genetic 

length (cM) 
Physical 

length (Mb) 
Recombination 

rate (cM/Mb) 

CP_Female_LPB-87 1240.60 142.80 8.69 

CP_Female_TEX-114 1160.55 142.22 8.16 

CP_Male_TEX-1 1157.16 144.29 8.02 

OP_Male_STM-2 1037.20 145.56 7.13 

 

Table 2 

LG 
Number of 
markers 

Genetic 
length (cM) 

Physical 
length (Mb) 

Recombination 
rate (cM/Mb) 

 r̅ intra  

1 3900 104.09 9.22 11.28 9.08E-04 

2 4894 117.00 16.21 7.22 2.40E-03 

3 3835 89.59 14.37 6.23 1.50E-03 

4 3375 69.96 9.13 7.66 8.28E-04 

5 3853 89.78 13.16 6.82 1.50E-03 

6 3500 99.75 7.78 12.83 5.73E-04 

7 4759 104.73 15.77 6.64 1.50E-03 

8 5081 125.17 16.78 7.46 2.20E-03 

9 4349 82.35 10.62 7.76 7.00E-04 

10 5171 129.47 17.25 7.51 3.00E-03 

11 2396 72.76 5.70 12.76 2.99E-04 

12 3502 89.40 12.31 7.26 9.66E-04 

Total 48615 1174.04 148.31 7.92 1.64E-02 
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Table 3 

Contrast z_value P_adj 

CP_Female_TEX-114 vs. CP_Female_LPB-87 -0.74 0.92 

CP_Male_TEX-1 vs. CP_Female_LPB-87 -1.34 0.54 

OP_Male_STM-2 vs. CP_Female_LPB-87 -3.14 0.01 

CP_Male_TEX-1 vs. CP_Female_TEX-114 -0.60 0.92 

OP_Male_STM-2 vs. CP_Female_TEX-114 -2.40 0.08 

OP_Male_STM-2 vs. CP_Male_TEX-1 -1.80 0.29 
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